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SIMPLE FINITE-DIMENSIONAL DOUBLE ALGEBRAS
M. E. GONCHAROV, P. S. KOLESNIKOV
Abstract. A double algebra is a linear space V equipped with
linear map V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V . Additional conditions on this map
lead to the notions of Lie and associative double algebras. We
prove that simple finite-dimensional Lie double algebras do not
exist over an arbitrary field, and all simple finite-dimensional asso-
ciative double algebras over an algebraically closed field are trivial.
Over an arbitrary field, every simple finite-dimensional associative
double algebra is commutative. A double algebra structure on a
finite-dimensional space V is naturally described by a linear opera-
tor R on the algebra EndV of linear transformations of V . Double
Lie algebras correspond in this sense to skew-symmetric Rota—
Baxter operators, double associative algebra structures—to (left)
averaging operators.
1. Introduction
The general philosophy of noncommutative geometry which goes
back to M. Kontsevich states that a noncommutative geometric struc-
ture on an associative algebra A should turn into an ordinary geometric
structure on the variety of n-dimensional representations of A under
the functor Repn from the category of associative algebras to the cate-
gory of schemes. In particular, the notion of a double Poisson algebra
introduced in [1] and [10] fits this ideology (however, this approach is
different from the one in [6]).
Namely, suppose A is a finitely generated associative algebra over a
field k, n ≥ 1, and let O(Repn(A)) be the algebra of regular functions
on the variety of all n-dimensional representations of A. This affine
algebra is generated by functions xaij , a ∈ A, i, j = 1, . . . , n, where
ρ(a)ij = x
a
ij(ρ) for every representation ρ : A → Mn(k). A double
Poisson bracket on A is a linear map
[[·, ·]] : A⊗ A→ A⊗ A
satisfying a series of identities similar to anti-commutativity, Jacobi
identity, and Leibniz rule. A double Poisson bracket on A induces ordi-
nary Poisson bracket onO(Repn(A)) by the rule {x
a
ij , x
b
kl} =
∑
x
c(1)
il x
c(2)
kj
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for [[a, b]] =
∑
c(1)⊗c(2) ∈ A⊗A, a, b ∈ A (it is enough to define Poisson
bracket on the generators).
The “double analogues” of anti-commutativity and Jacobi identity
involve only double bracket and do not involve the product in A. It was
proposed in [2] to define Lie double algebras as linear spaces equipped
with such double brackets.
This work was inspired by a problem stated by Victor Kac in his
talk on the conference “Lie and Jordan algebras, their representa-
tions and applications” dedicated to Efim Zelmanov’s 60th birthday
(Bento Goncalves, Brasil, December 2015): prove that simple finite-
dimensional Lie double algebras do not exist. In this paper, we present
a solution of this problem. We also define associative double alge-
bras in such a way that its double commutator algebra is a Lie one.
It turns out that, over an algebraically closed field, the only simple
finite-dimensional double associative algebras are 1-dimensional; over
an arbitrary field, such system may exist but they are all commutative.
2. Double associative and Lie algebras
A double algebra is a linear space V equipped with a linear map
(called double bracket) {{·, ·}} : V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V . It is clear how to
define subalgebras and homomorphisms of double algebras. Ideals of a
double algebra are supposed to be kernels of homomorphisms, so they
have to be subspaces I ⊆ V such that {{V, I}}+{{I, V }} ⊆ I⊗V +V ⊗I.
A double algebra V is said to be simple if {{V, V }} 6= 0 and there are
no nonzero proper ideals in V .
There is a natural way to extend a double bracket on V to the
following four linear maps (see [2]) V ⊗3 → V ⊗3:
a⊗ b⊗ c 7→ {{a, b⊗ c}}L = {{a, b}} ⊗ c,
a⊗ b⊗ c 7→ {{a, b⊗ c}}R = (b⊗ {{a, c}})
(12),
a⊗ b⊗ c 7→ {{a⊗ b, c}}L = ({{a, c}} ⊗ b)
(23),
a⊗ b⊗ c 7→ {{a⊗ b, c}}R = a⊗ {{b, c}}
for a, b, c ∈ V . Hereanafter uσ for u ∈ V ⊗n, σ ∈ Sn stands for the
permutation of tensor factors.
Definition 1 ([2]). A double algebra L is said to be a Lie one if
{{a, b}} = −{{b, a}}(12), {{a, {{b, c}}}}L−{{b, {{a, c}}}}
(12)
R = {{{{a, b}}, c}}L
for all a, b, c ∈ L.
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Definition 2. A double algebra V is said to be associative if
{{a, {{b, c}}}}L = {{{{a, b}}, c}}L, {{a, {{b, c}}}}R = {{{{a, b}}, c}}R
for all a, b, c ∈ V .
If, in addition, {{a, b}} = {{b, a}}(12) then V is a commutative double
algebra.
Remark 1. Our definition for {{a, b ⊗ c}}R is slightly different from
analogous one in [2], but we also change the “double analogue” of
Jacobi identity to get the same notion of a double Lie algebra as in [2].
Example 1. For a linear space V , define {{u, v}} = u ⊗ v for u, v ∈
V . This turns V into an associative and commutative double algebra
denoted Vc.
Example 2. Given a double algebra V , define new (opposite) double
bracket by {{u, v}}op = {{u, v}}(12), u, v ∈ V . Denote the double algebra
obtained by V op. If V is associative (Lie, commutative) then so is V op.
Example 3. Let V = k2 with standard basis e1, e2. Define {{e1, e1}} =
e1⊗ e2, and let the other double products be zero. The double algebra
V2 obtained is associative and non-commutative.
Example 4. Let V be a linear space. Choose a linear map ϕ ∈ End V
such that ϕ2 = 0 and define
{{u, v}} = ϕ(u)⊗ v + u⊗ ϕ(v), u, v ∈ V.
The system obtained is an associative and commutative double algebra.
Example 5. Let A be an associative algebra, and let Z be a subspace
of {ϕ ∈ EndA | ϕ(xy) = xϕ(y) x, y ∈ A} with a fixed basis ϕ1, . . . , ϕn.
Consider V = Z ⊕ A equipped with double bracket
{{x, y}} =
n∑
i=1
ϕi(x)y ⊗ ϕi, x, y ∈ A,
{{x, ϕ}} = {{ϕ, x}} = 0, x ∈ V, ϕ ∈ Z.
Then V is an associative, noncommutative double algebra. Example 3
is a particular case of such V with A = k.
Lemma 1. If V is a associative double algebra with double bracket
{{·, ·}}. Then the same space V equipped with double bracket
[[a, b]] = {{a, b}} − {{b, a}}(12), a, b ∈ V,
is a Lie double algebra denoted by V (−).
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Proof. This may be shown in a straightforward computation. In finite-
dimensional case, this statement independently follows from a relation
between averaging and Rota—Baxter operators on EndV which will
be considered below. 
Let V and U be two double algebras. Then V ⊗ U is also a double
algebra with respect to a double bracket given by
{{v1 ⊗ u1, v2 ⊗ u2}} = ({{v1, v2}} ⊗ {{u1, u2}})
(23) ∈ V ⊗ U ⊗ V ⊗ U.
Let V be a Lie (associative, commutative) double algebra, and let U
be a commutative double algebra. Then V ⊗ U is a double Lie (resp.,
associative, commutative) algebra. Indeed, it is enough to compute
{{{{a, b}}, c}}L,R and {{a, {{b, c}}}}L,R for a, b, c ∈ V ⊗ U .
If V is a finite-dimensional double algebra then the conjugate map
{{·, ·}}∗ determined a double algebra structure on the dual space V ∗.
If V is Lie or commutative double algebra then so is V ∗, but for an
associative double algebra V this is not true.
Example 6. Consider the space k2 equipped with a double product
[[e1, e1]] = e1⊗e2−e2⊗e1 (others are zero). This is a Lie double algebra
L2 isomorphic to V
(−)
2 .
In contrast, L∗2 = k
2 with [[e1, e2]] = e1 ⊗ e1 = −[[e2, e1]] is also a Lie
double algebra, but it cannot be presented as V (−) for an associative
double algebra V .
Example 7 ([10]). The space P1 = k[t] equipped with
[[tn, tm]] =
(tn ⊗ 1− 1⊗ tn)(tm ⊗ 1− 1⊗ tm)
t⊗ 1− 1⊗ t
is a Lie double algebra.
Example 8 (Communicated by Victor Kac). Consider the Lie double
algebra dY (N) = P1 ⊗ V
op
c ⊗ Vc, where V = k
N . Its multiplication
table relative to the basis T ijn = t
n ⊗ ei ⊗ ej (n ≥ 0, i, j = 1, . . . , N)
has the following form:
[[T ijm , T
kl
n ]] =
min{m,n}−1∑
r=0
(
T kjr ⊗ T
il
m+n−r−1 − T
kj
m+n−r−1 ⊗ T
il
r
)
It worths mentioning that these relations verbally repeat the defining
relations of the Yangian Y (glN):
[T ijm , T
kl
n ] =
min{m,n}−1∑
r=0
(
T kjr T
il
m+n−r−1 − T
kj
m+n−r−1T
il
r
)
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The relation between double Lie algebras and the classical Yang—
Baxter equation has a very natural and precise form in the finite-
dimensional case (c.f. [7]). Suppose V is a finite-dimensional space.
Recall that the associative algebra EndV of all linear transformations
of V has a symmetric bilinear nondegenerate form (trace form)
〈·, ·〉 : EndV ⊗ End V → k
given by 〈x, y〉 = tr(xy), x, y ∈ EndV . This form is invariant, i.e.,
〈xy, z〉 = 〈x, yz〉 = 〈y, zx〉. Fix a linear isomorphism ι : EndV →
(EndV )∗ given by
〈ι(x), y〉 = 〈x, y〉
(here in the left-hand side 〈·, ·〉 denotes the natural pairing).
Recall that for every finite-dimensional space W we may identify
EndW and W ∗ ⊗W in the following way:
(ϕ⊗ x) : y 7→ 〈ϕ, z〉y, x, y ∈ W, ϕ ∈ W ∗.
The latter allows to identify EndV ⊗End V and End(EndV ) by means
of the trace form. Thus we have a chain of isomorphisms
(1) End(V ⊗ V ) ≃ (V ⊗ V )∗ ⊗ V ⊗ V ≃ V ∗ ⊗ V ⊗ V ∗ ⊗ V
≃ End V ⊗ EndV ≃ End(End V ).
Therefore, the space of double brackets on V is isomorphic to the space
End(End V ), i.e., every double algebra structure {{·, ·}} ∈ End(V ⊗ V )
is determined by a linear operator R : EndV → EndV . Tracking back
the chain (1) we obtain an explicit expression for a double bracket in
terms of operators:
(2) {{a, b}} =
N∑
i=1
ei(a)⊗R(e
∗
i )(b) =
N∑
i=1
R∗(ei)(a)⊗ e
∗
i (b), a, b ∈ V,
where e1, . . . , eN is a linear basis of End V , e
∗
1, . . . , e
∗
N is the correspond-
ing dual basis relative to the trace form, R∗ denotes the conjugate
operator on EndV relative to the trace form.
Lemma 2. Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra (not necessarily as-
sociative) equipped with a symmetric bilinear invariant nondegenerate
form 〈·, ·〉. Suppose R is a linear operator on A and R∗ stands for its
conjugate. Then either of the following three identities is equivalent to
other two:
R(x)R(y) = R(R(x)y),(3)
R∗(x)R(y) = R∗(xR(y)),(4)
R∗(R(x)y) = R∗(xR∗(y)).(5)
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Moreover, the same holds for the following triple of identities:
R∗(x)R∗(y) = R∗(R∗(x)y),(6)
R(x)R∗(y) = R(xR∗(y)),(7)
R(R∗(x)y) = R(xR(y)).(8)
Proof. Note that for every x, y, z ∈ A we have
〈R(y)R(x), z〉 = 〈x,R∗(zR(y))〉 = 〈y, R∗(R(x)z)〉,
〈R(R(y)x), z〉 = 〈x,R∗(z)R(y)〉 = 〈y, R∗(xR∗(z))〉.
〈R(yR(x)), z〉 = 〈x,R∗(R∗(z)y)〉 = 〈y, R(x)R∗(z)〉,
〈R(R∗(y)x), z〉 = 〈x,R∗(z)R∗(y)〉 = 〈y, R(xR∗(z))〉,
Nondegeneracy of 〈·, ·〉 implies the claim. 
Theorem 1. Let V be a double algebra with a double bracket {{·, ·}}
determined by an operator R : EndV → EndV by (2). Then
(1) V is a Lie double algebra if and only if
(9) R∗ = −R, R(x)R(y) = R(R(x)y) +R(xR(y)), x, y ∈ EndV.
(2) V is an associative double algebra if and only if
(10)
R(x)R(y) = R(R(x)y), R∗(x)R∗(y) = R∗(R∗(x)y), x, y ∈ EndV.
(3) V is a commutative double algebra if and only if
(11) R = R∗, R(x)R(y) = R(R(x)y) = R(xR(y)), x, y ∈ EndV.
Proof. Equation (2) immediately implies the identity {{a, b}} = ±{{b, a}}(12)
to be equivalent to R = ±R∗.
Suppose F12 ∈ (End V )
⊗3 ≃ End(V ⊗3) is given by
F12(a⊗b⊗c) = {{a, {{b, c}}}}L =
N∑
i,j=1
ej(a)⊗R(e
∗
j )ei(b)⊗R(e
∗
i )(c), a, b, c ∈ V.
For every x, y ∈ EndV , compute
(12) (〈x, ·〉 ⊗ 〈y, ·〉 ⊗ id)F12 =
N∑
i,j=1
〈x, ej〉〈y, R(e
∗
j)ei〉R(e
∗
i )
=
N∑
i=1
〈
y,
N∑
j=1
〈x, ej〉R(e
∗
j)ei
〉
R(e∗i ) =
N∑
i=1
〈y, R(x)ei〉R(e
∗
i )
=
N∑
i=1
〈yR(x), ei〉R(e
∗
i ) = R(yR(x)).
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Similarly, if
F23(a⊗ b⊗ c) = {{b, {{a, c}}}}
(12)
R =
N∑
i,j=1
ej(a)⊗ ei(b)⊗ R(e
∗
i )R(e
∗
j)(c)
then for every x, y ∈ End V we have
(13) (〈x, ·〉 ⊗ 〈y, ·〉 ⊗ id)F23 = R(y)R(x).
On the other hand, if
G12(a⊗ b⊗ c) = {{{{a, b}}, c}}L =
N∑
i,j=1
eiej(a)⊗ R(e
∗
j)(b)⊗R(e
∗
i )(c),
G23(a⊗ b⊗ c) = {{{{b, a}}, c}}
(12)
R =
N∑
i,j=1
eiR(e
∗
j )(a)⊗ ej(b)⊗ R(e
∗
i )(c)
then
(〈x, ·〉 ⊗ 〈y, ·〉 ⊗ id)G12 = R(R
∗(y)x),(14)
(〈x, ·〉 ⊗ 〈y, ·〉 ⊗ id)G23 = R(R(y)x).(15)
The first statement now follows from (12), (13), (14). Relations
(12), (14) and (13), (15) imply the associativity of V is equivalent to
the following pair of identities:
R(yR(x)) = R(R∗(y)x), R(y)R(x) = R(R(y)x), x, y ∈ EndV.
To complete the proof it is enough to apply Lemma 2 to A = End V .

The second relation in (9) is known as Rota—Baxter equation. Lin-
ear transformation of an associative algebra satisfying this equation
is called a Rota—Baxter operator. Associative algebras with Rota—
Baxter operator (Rota—Baxter algebras) have a well-developed the-
ory, see [3]. Skew-symmetric Rota—Baxter operators are in one-to-one
correspondence with constant solutions of the classical Yang—Baxter
equation, see [9]. The second relation in (11) is known as averaging
equation. Algebras with such operators (averaging algebras) are of
substantial interest in functional analysis, they have also been studied
from combinatorial point of view [8, 11].
A linear map R : A→ A on an algebra A satisfying the first relation
in (10) is said to be a left averaging operator on A.
Corollary 1. Let A be an algebra (not necessarily associative) with a
symmetric bilinear invariant nondegenerate form. Suppose T is a left
averaging operator on A such that its conjugate T ∗ is also left averaging.
Then R = T − T ∗ is a skew-symmetric Rota—Baxter operator on A.
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Example 9. A simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra A over a field
of zero characteristic satisfies the condition of Corollary 1. For a Lie
algebra, left averaging operator is obviously an averaging one. For
example, for A = sl(2,C) all averaging operators (described in [5]) are
symmetric, so the only Rota—Baxter operator of the form T − T ∗ is
zero.
3. Ideals in Lie double algebras
Let us first state a necessary condition of simplicity of a double
algebra.
Proposition 1. Let V be a simple finite-dimensional double algebra
with a double product {{·, ·}} corresponding to an operator R : End V →
EndV . Then V has no nonzero proper invariant subspaces relative to
all operators from R(EndV ) and R∗(End V ).
Proof. Relation (2) immediately implies every R(End V )- andR∗(EndV )-
invariant subspace of V to be an ideal. 
Recall that a subalgebra B of EndV is called irreducible if V is
an irreducible B-module. The Jacobson Density Theorem (see, e.g.,
[4]) implies an irreducible subalgebra B to be isomorphic to EndDop V ,
where D is the centralizer of B in A (division algebra). In particular,
if the base field k is algebraically closed then B = End V (Burnside
Theorem). For an arbitrary field k, an irreducible subalgebra B has to
contain the identity of End V .
Theorem 2. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie double algebra, dimL >
1. Then L contains a nonzero proper ideal.
Proof. By Theorem 1 the double bracket on L is given by (2) for an
appropriate skew-symmetric Rota—Baxter operator R on the algebra
A = EndL. The Rota—Baxter relation
R(x)R(y) = R(R(x)y) +R(xR(y))
implies R(A) to be a subalgebra of A. Note that R(A) does not contain
the identity 1 ∈ A. Indeed, if R(x) = 1 for some x ∈ A then 1 · 1 =
R(x)+R(x) = 1+1 which is impossible. This contradicts to Proposition
1. 
The only Lie double algebra L without nonzero proper ideals is one-
dimensional. In this case, [[L, L]] = 0, so simple finite-dimensional Lie
double algebras do not exist.
If L is a finite-dimensional Lie double algebra then every ideal of L
may be embedded into a maximal one which has to be of codimension
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one. On the other hand, every ideal of L contains a minimal one. This
observation causes natural question on the possible dimension of such
minimal ideals.
Example 10. Let L(2, n) denote the Lie double algebra L2⊗Vc⊗V
op
c ,
V = kn. If I is a nonzero ideal in L(2, n) then dim I ≥ n.
4. Ideals in double associative algebras
Let V be a linear space over a field k with double bracket {{u, v}} =
αu ⊗ v, α ∈ k. Then V is a commutative double algebra and every
subspace of V is an ideal. Thus this double algebra is simple if and
only if dimV = 1, α 6= 0. We are going to show that there are no other
simple finite-dimensional associative double algebras.
Throughout the rest of the section V is a finite-dimensional associa-
tive double algebra of dimension n with double bracket {{·, ·}} given by
(2) for an appropriate operator R on A = End V (equipped with the
trace form) satisfying (3)–(8).
Lemma 3. (1) The space B = R(A) +R∗(A) is a subalgebra of A.
(2) R(A) and R∗(A) are right ideals of B.
(3) KerR and KerR∗ are left B-submodules of A.
(4) KerR · R∗(A) ⊆ KerR ∩KerR∗.
(5) KerR∗ ·R(A) ⊆ KerR ∩KerR∗.
Proof. immediately follow from (3)–(8). 
Lemma 4. If KerR = 0 then R = R∗ = α idA for α 6= 0.
Proof. Since dimKerR = dimKerR∗, we have R∗(A) = A. Relations
(3) and (7) imply R(xy) = xR(y) = R(x)y for all x, y ∈ A. Hence,
R = α idA for a nonzero scalar α. 
Proposition 2. If R(A) +R∗(A) = A then KerR = 0.
Proof. Assume A = R(A) + R∗(A), KerR 6= 0. Then for every P ∈ A
there exists a decomposition P = P1 + P2, P1 ∈ R(A), P2 ∈ R
∗(A).
Relations (3) and (7) imply
(16) R(P ) = R(P1)+R(P2) = R(P1 ·1)+R(1·P2) = P1R(1)+R(1)P2.
Then R(A), R∗(A), and R(A) ∩ R∗(A) are proper right ideals in A
and there exists a basis in V such that in the corresponding matrix
presentation
R(A) ∩R∗(A) =
{(
x y
0 0
)
| x ∈Ms(k), y ∈Ms,n−s(k)
}
for some 0 ≤ s < n.
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If s > 0 then for every u ∈ R(A) ∩ R∗(A)
R(u) = R(u · 1) = uR(1), R(u) = R(1 · u) = R(1)u
by (3), (7). Hence, R(1) commutes with every matrix unit e1i, i =
1, . . . , n, so R(1) = α1 for some α ∈ k. Note that α 6= 0: otherwise,
R(A) = 0 = R∗(A) by (16). This implies R(A) = A in contradiction
with our assumption.
Therefore, s = 0 and R(A) ∩ R∗(A) = 0, so A = R(A)+˙R∗(A),
n = 2r. As a proper right ideal,
R(A) =
{(
x y
0 0
)
| x ∈Mr(k), y ∈Mr,n−r(k)
}
in an appropriate matrix presentation of EndV , 0 < r < n Since
KerR∗ = R(A)⊥ (relative to the trace form), we have
KerR∗ =
{(
0 y
0 z
)
| y ∈Mr,n−r(k), z ∈Mn−r(k)
}
As a complement of R(A), the right ideal R∗(A) is of the form{(
ψ(w)
w
)
| w ∈Mn−r,n(k)
}
for a uniquely defined linear map ψ : Mn−r,n(k) → Mr,n(k). Recall
that n− r = r. Obviously,(
ψ(w)
w
)
P =
(
ψ(w)P
wP
)
=
(
ψ(wP )
wP
)
for all P ∈ Mn(k), w ∈ Mn−r,n(k). Therefore, ψ(w) = pw for some
fixed p ∈Mr(k), i.e.,
R∗(A) =
{(
px py
x y
)
| x ∈Mr(k), y ∈Mr,n−r(k)
}
.
Finally, KerR = R∗(A)⊥ (relative to the trace form), so
KerR =
{(
y −yp
z −zp
)
| y ∈ Mr,n−r(k), z ∈ Mn−r(k)
}
Suppose R(1) =
(
a b
0 0
)
for some a, b ∈ Mr(k). Then by (16)
R
(
0 y
0 0
)
=
(
0 y
0 0
)(
a b
0 0
)
= 0.
Therefore,
(
0 y
0 0
)
∈ KerR for all y ∈ Mr(k) in contradiction with
Lemma 3. 
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Corollary 2. Over an algebraically closed field k, the only simple
finite-dimensional associative double algebra is a 1-dimensional space
equipped with double product {{u, v}} = αu⊗ v, α ∈ k∗.
Proof. By Proposition 1, B = R(A)+R∗(A) is an irreducible subalgebra
of A. The Burnside Theorem implies B = A, so by Proposition 2 and
Lemma 4 R = R∗ = α idA, α ∈ k
∗. Therefore, {{u, v}} = αv ⊗ u for
every u, v ∈ V . Such a double algebra is simple if and only if dimV = 1
(so u⊗ v = v ⊗ u). 
Over an arbitrary field, simple finite-dimensional associative double
algebras may exist, but they turn out to be commutative.
Lemma 5. If B is an irreducible subalgebra of A and I is a proper
right ideal of B then IV 6= V .
Proof. Assume IV = V . Since B is irreducible, V = Bv for every
0 6= v ∈ V . Hence, V = IV = IBv ⊆ Iv. Therefore, I itself is an
irreducible subalgebra ofA and must contain the identity, so I = B. 
Theorem 3. Suppose V is a simple finite-dimensional associative dou-
ble algebra. Then V is commutative.
Proof. As above, let the double algebra structure on V be defined by
an operator R on the algebra A = EndV .
Consider B = R(A) + R∗(A). By Proposition 1 B is an irreducible
subalgebra of A. Lemma 3 implies R(A) and R∗(A) to be right ideals
of B.
Assume I = R(A) is a proper right ideal of B. Then by Lemma 5
IV 6= V , and
{{u, v}} =
n∑
i,j=1
eij(u)⊗ R(eji)(v) ∈ V ⊗ IV
for all u, v ∈ V . Therefore, {{V, V }} ⊂ V ⊗ IV , so IV is a proper ideal
of the double algebra V (it is nonzero since R = 0 otherwise).
Thus, R(A) = B and R(A) = R∗(A) = B. In this case, R is a
(two-sided) averaging operator on A, and it is easy to see that
J = {R(x)− R∗(x) | x ∈ A}
is a (two-sided) ideal of B. However, B is a simple algebra, so ei-
ther J = 0 or J = B. The latter case is impossible since R − R∗ is
a Rota—Baxter operator by Corollary 1, but the image of a Rota—
Baxter operator may not contain the identity of A (so is B). Hence,
R = R∗ and V is commutative. 
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Remark 2. There are two principal types of simple finite-dimensional
double commutative algebras described in terms of their corresponding
symmetric averaging operators. It is easy to see from Lemma 3 that
either R(A) ∩ KerR = 0 or R(A) ∩ KerR = R(A). In the first case,
A = R(A) ⊕ KerR, and for every x ∈ A there exist uniquely defined
x0 ∈ KerR and x1 ∈ R(A) such that x = x1 + x0 and R(x) = x1u,
where u = R(1) is a central element of R(A). In particular, R2 = uR.
In the second case, R2 = 0, in particular, R(1) = 0 which is possible
only if the characteristic of k divides dimV . Examples below show
these two opportunities.
Example 11. Let k = R,N = 2. Consider the decompositionM2(R) =
E1 ⊕ E0, where
E1 =
{(
x y
−y x
)
| x, y ∈ R
}
, E0 =
{(
x y
y −x
)
| x, y ∈ R
}
.
With u = 2, this decomposition determines the following symmetric
averaging operator:
(17) R
(
x y
v w
)
=
(
x+ w y − v
v − y x+ w
)
such that R2 = 2R. The corresponding commutative double algebra
structure on V = R2 is given by the following multiplication table:
{{e1, e1}} = −{{e2, e2}} = e1 ⊗ e1 − e2 ⊗ e2,
{{e1, e2}} = e1 ⊗ e2 + e2 ⊗ e1.
Let us show that V is simple. Otherwise, there exists a 1-dimensional
ideal spanned by v = αe1+βe2, α, β ∈ R. By definition, the functional
ξ⊗ξ ∈ (V ⊗V )∗, ξ = βe∗1−αe
∗
2, has to annihilate {{v, e1}} and {{v, e2}}.
This leads to a system of algebraic equations on α and β which has
only zero solution in R. Hence, the double algebra determined by the
operator (17) is simple.
Example 12. Let k = Z2(t). Then
R
(
x y
v w
)
=
(
x+ w y + tv
t−1y + v x+ w
)
is a symmetric averaging operator on M2(k) such that R
2 = 0. This
operator determines a structure of a simple double commutative al-
gebra on k2 (this may be shown in the same way as in the previous
example).
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